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Dear Dr Bagshaw
Re Maurice

Kirk

Thank you for inviting me to see Mr Kirk in order to provide an opinion about the
possibility of cerebral dysfimction being responsible for his recent behaviour. In brief, I
note a history of heavy drinking, minor violence including assaults on police, and three
crashes in his light aircraft. I understand that he has a grievance against the police and
threatened to perform a citizens arrest on the ex-chief constable of South Wales police.
He has been struck offas a ve! for reasons that are not clear to me. He also claimed to be
involved in a large amourt of litigatiorl in which he is either defending himself or
seeking redress against various authorities or organisations.
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During the clinical interview today he proved to be a very engaging chap with an
extremely colourful life history. He has a fixation that he has been under surveillance for
some time by the police. Thoughts relating to persecution by the police dominated his
conversatioq making it difficult to obtain information of a general kind relating to his life
and abilities. Although I was only able to interview him for a relatively short time I
obtained the following information that is probably of neuropsychological relevance:-

l.

He has a history of risk taking behaviour.
This is most evident in his flying activities. He has apparently flown light aircaft
long distances across oceans. He stated that some aicraft were old and in poor
condition. He claims not to have taken any maps when he flew to Ausfialia in a
Piper Cub. His exploits, which I assume can be verified, reflect very poor judgement
by aviation standards and a disregard for laws of flight safety.

other risk{aking behaviour was reflected by his report of havelling, in a rubber dingy
powered by an outboard motor, across the channel fiom Aldernev to Britain
several occasions, even in rough weather.
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He gave exanrples of impulsive decision making.
This was most evident in various decisions to buy and sell aircraft and, more recently,
his vetinary practice. He also imp'lsively (as he stated it) moved his home ani
vetinary practice from Aldemey to the West Country, then again to the Barry area (at
each stage apparently moving because oftrouble with the police).
3.

He has persecutory ideas that may be delusional in character. He is convinced that he
has been under s'rveillance by the police for 25 years and currently has a phone tap
on his home. (He links this to Freemason in-fluences within the police).
He is very fixed and rigid in respect of these thoughts
,"em" incapable of
considering objectively another persons perspective on the matter. whenevir I tried
to steer tJle conversation onto other topics he kept retuming to his perception ofbeing
persecuted by the police or to some other injustice done to him.
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4.

I understand that on at least three

occasions he has crashed his light aircraft. The last
occasion was two years ago when his light aircraft went into the sea somewhere in
the caribbean. up until that time he regarded himself as physically fit and mentally
alert. since then he believes that he has experienced a number of ctranges in his
mental state.
He lacks concentration and has become forgetfi.rl
-*its tike all my old age has
crept up on me ".
He_has a family history of dyslexia or related specific minor reaning difFrculty.
In his early years Mr Kirk reported some very minor spelling and sequencing
problems but these never interfered with education and he was- a higi
achiever. However, since the air crash he has experienced dyslexic_tfre
difficulties, such as reversing p's and b's when writing. The quaiity of'his
hand writing has deteriorated and he now has to write more slowly to
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legibility.
He now reports being less able to focus attention and is easilv diverted from
his train of thought. Indeed, during intewiew he proved to be iiscursive in his
thinking, easily sidetracked, making it difficult to folrow his train of thought at

times.
He is less able to plan and organise daily activities, stating that there has been
a major change in what can be referred to as 'executive abilities' over the last
eight years.
He was guarded and slightly defensive with respect to personality changes
over this period. He stated that his wife has accused him of emotiona]lv
neglecting his l0 year old daughter, but he did not report any subjectivl
changes himself, other than to state that the spark went out of his marriage
around this time, something he attributes to an unresolved grief reaction over
his fathers death which occrmed around the same time.

My initial impression, admittedly based on limited information, is that Mr Kirk

has

always exhibited many characteristics of risk taking behaviour, poor judgement, limited
ability to leam from experience, and a high degree of impulsivity. I defei to others who
have had more experience of N{r Kirk to determine whether this amounts to a personality
disorder. However, the history of several plane crashes, all of which must have involved
considerable deceleration forces, with or without direct head traum4 probably resulted in
some degree of prefrontal involvement which has gradually been ixacerbated bv the
ageing process (the prefrontal cortex is the first part of the brain to show rhe effects of
ageing).
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The significance of this relates to the role of the prefrontal cortex. It is the region of the
brain most heavily involved in the self-regulation of behaviour, inhibitory control of
emotions, self-awareness, judgement, and decision-making. Even very minor prefrontal
dysfunction can have a pervasive inlluence on many aspects of everyday behaviour that
rely on these higher-order cognitive functions. It should also be noted that one feature of
dysfunction of the ventral prefrontal cortex is paranoid ideation and a very fixed,
dichotomous way of viewing the world. This type of thinking or perceiving onels world
is often not amenable to experiential leaming if this involves contrary information to that
held as part of one's fixed belief system.
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person with a family (and possibly personal) history of minor specific leaming
difiiculty, is more lulnerable to prefrontal dysfimction following deceleiative forces, of
the kind he was probably exposed to as a result of various aircraft crashes. As stated
above, this has become most evident to Mr Kirk since his last crash around two years
ago. Since then he has been aware of poor attention contol and related executive
weaknesses (difficulty organising and planning) as well as more intrusive letter-revenal
tendencies and associated hand writing difficulties. These characteristics of prefrontal
dysfirnction operate independently of intelligence. Mr Kirk continues to exhibit a high
level of intelligence on the WAIS III and also seems to have performed normally on teJts
of memory, using a short version of the wMs III, however, I would like to see individual
scale scores of all these tests. It is possible that a more comprehensive assessment of
frontal (executive) fimctions would reveal sims of weakness commensurate with
prefrontal dysfirnction but, in all probability, test results will be normal (or near nonnal)
because existing clinical tests are not sensitive to many forms of prefrontal dysfunctiorl
especially those involving the ventral prefrontal cortex which controls many aspects of
behaviour and emotional control. Probably the Iowa Gambling Task would ptouide th"
best psychometric measure of integrity of the ventral prefrontal cortex.

i reviewed the MRI and sPECT sca.ns. I am not able to comment on the spECT scan but
within the limits of my experience, I felt that the MRI scan showed .oio*
^trdhi;
changes in the prefrontal region, especially between the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex
and the anterior cingulate, in the absence of any generalised age-ielated atrophy.
obviously I will defer to the opinion ofa neuroradiologist in respect of this interpretation
of the MRI scan but ifl am correct, the minor atrophic changes are in the area associated
with prefrontal decelerative injury and associated changes in cognition and behaviour.

I think the main factor to be considered is tie effect of ageing
on Mr Kirk,s cognitive and
behavioural disposition. I berieve rhat his c,nent .ofritirr!
problems (*d;;;;";""d
behaviows) are likely to become worse with the p*r"gloiti-i,
.rki"g
for hiy to. fitmction independently in the commrmity. i ao"ut
that he wourd benefit from
cogritive
therapy becausc he. would
any procedure tt ut attempteJ L
.behaviour
provide him with a different way of evaluating _chalLnge
his pastLd cunent situation.
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I hope these comments are helpfirl in your investigation of Mr
Kirk. please let me know
if I can be of ftrther help.
Yours sincerely

Professor Rodger
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